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Purpose

To show the mismatch b/w contexts and 
units of behavioral variations (layers)
To propose a new linguistic construct 
composite layers
To show an extension of EventCJ with 
composite layers



Layer-based COP languages
Providing modularization mechanism for 
context-dependent behaviors (layer)
Disciplined dynamic adoption of behaviors
with-blocks, layer transition rules
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Layer control in EventCJ
Layer switching is triggered by events

Layer switching is specified by rules

event GPSEvent(Navigation n)
  :after call(void *.onStatusChanged())
    && target(n) && if(GPS.isAvailable())
  :sendTo(n);

transition GPSEvent:
    Indoors  ? Indoors  -> Outdoors
  | !Outdoors ? -> Outdoors
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Layer control in EventCJ
Layer switching is triggered by events

Layer switching is specified by rules

event GPSEvent(Navigation n)
  :after call(void *.onStatusChanged())
    && target(n) && if(GPS.isAvailable())
  :sendTo(n);

✦ Specifying when to generate events using 
AspectJ-like pointcut language

transition GPSEvent:
    Indoors  ? Indoors  -> Outdoors
  | !Outdoors ? -> Outdoors

✦Multiple rules can be concatenated (left-
most applicable rule is selected)



Relation b/w contexts and 
layers: an assumption

One layer corresponds to one context
Explicit specification for layer activation when 
context changes

Indoors

Outdoors Context change is represented
in terms of layer activation

with(Indoors) {
  ...
}

transition WifiEvent
  Outdoors -> Indoors
..

with-block layer transition rule



Relation b/w contexts and 
layers: an assumption

One layer corresponds to one context
Explicit specification for layer activation when 
context changes

Indoors

Outdoors Context change is represented
in terms of layer activation

with(Indoors) {
  ...
}

transition WifiEvent
  Outdoors -> Indoors
..

with-block layer transition rule

Do context changes always imply layer activation?



Example: a Twitter client
Supporting multiple tabs
At most one tab can be focused
Focused tab updates timeline frequently/ 
other tabs update timeline infrequently
All tabs update timeline infrequently when 
the machine is running out of the battery
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multiple tabs

timeline



Context changes in the 
example

Two independent context changes
Tab’s focus
Machine’s battery

EnergySaved
BatteryLow

ACConnected

TabIsFocused TabIsUnfocused
TabIsFocused

TabIsFocused

TabIsUnfocused



Behaviors do NOT corresponds 
to one context

Frequent update of timeline (TabIsActive)

When TabIsFocused and not EnergySaved
Infrequent update of timeline (TabIsInactive)

When TabIsUnfocused or EnergySaved
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Behaviors do NOT corresponds 
to one context

Frequent update of timeline (TabIsActive)

When TabIsFocused and not EnergySaved
Infrequent update of timeline (TabIsInactive)

When TabIsUnfocused or EnergySaved

TabIsActive TabIsInactive

TabIsFocused

EnergySaved
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No contexts can solely activate any layers!



Problem in the case of EventCJ
No direct mapping from context change to event
Event switching TabIsInactive to TabIsActive

Specifying JP that changes tab’s focus AND 
checking the status of battery
Not directly reflecting the model
Different context changes are tangled
Complicated layer activation code
Declaring different events for each case

event TabIsFocused(ChangeEvent e)
 :after execution(void TabListener.stateChanged(*))
   && args(e) && if(!Env.isBatteryLow())
 :sendTo(..)



Our solution: composite layers

A composite layer depends on activation of 
other layers
Declares a condition when the layer is 
active
Implicitly be activated, when the condition 
is met
Cannot explicitly be activated

We call layers w/o conditions (i.e. layers in 
existing languages) as atomic layers



Atomic layers
Layers directly corresponding to a context
Declaring empty body when no 
correspondence to behaviors

EnergySaved

TabIsFocused TabIsUnfocused

layer EnergySaved {}
layer TabIsFocused {}
layer TabIsUnfocused {}



Composite layers
Modularizing behaviors depending on a 
combination of multiple contexts
Declaring a proposition in which layer names 
are ground terms (true when active)
layer TabIsActive
  when TabIsFocused && !EnergySaved {
  /* frequent update of timeline */ }

layer TabIsInactive
  when TabIsUnfocused || EnergySaved {
  /* infrequent update of timeline */ }



Composite layers in EventCJ
Only atomic layers are controlled by layer 
transition rules
Straightforward translation from state 
machines to layer transition rules

EnergySaved

TabIsFocused TabIsUnfocused

transition TabIsFocused:
  TabIsUnfocused ? TabIsUnfocused -> TabIsFocused
| -> TabIsFocused
...

event TabIsFocused(ChangeEvent e)
 :after execution(void TabListener.stateChanged(*))&&args(e)
 :sendTo(..)

TabIsFocused

TabIsFocused
One rule for each transition

An event depend only on one model



Another example: CJEdit[Appeltauer09]
Changing behaviors w.r.t. cursor’s positions 
and rendering text regions

Comments in the
RTF format

Syntax
highlighting

Outline view for the
program structure

Cursor on code



Another example: CJEdit[Appeltauer09]
Changing behaviors w.r.t. cursor’s positions 
and rendering text regions

Disabled syntax
highlighting

Tools for RTF editing

Cursor on comments



Context changes in CJEdit
Two independent context changes
Cursor’s position
Rendering text regions

CursorOnCode

CursorOnComments

RenderingCode

RenderingComments



Context-dependent behaviors 
in CJEdit

Showing GUI components for code editing 
(e.g. outline view): CursorOnCode

Showing GUI components for RTF editing 
(e.g. fonts, text sizes, decorations): 
CursorOnComments

Rendering code with syntax highlighting: 
RenderWithHighlighting

Rendering code without syntax highlighting: 
RenderWithoutHighlighting

Rendering comments: RenderingComments



Relations b/w contexts and 
layers in CJEdit

3 layers have direct correspondence to 
contexts
2 layers do NOT have direct correspondence 
to contexts

RenderWithHig
hlighting

CursorOnCom
ments

RenderingCom
ments

CursorOnCod
e

RenderWithout
Highlighting

CursorOnCode CursorOnComments

RenderingCode

RenderingComments



CJEdit using composite layers
Atomic layers for 3 contexts corresponding 
to single layer

Atomic layer with empty body for context 
having no direct correspondence to behaviors

Composite layers for behaviors depending on 
multiple contexts

layer CursorOnCode { /* code editing functionality */ }
layer CursorOnComments { /* comment editing functionality */ }
layer RenderingComments { /* rich text formatting */ }

layer RenderingCode {}

layer RenderWithHighlighting
  when RenderingCode && CursorOnCode {
 /* displaying code with syntax highlighting */ }
layer RenderWithoutHighlighting
  when RenderingCode && CursorOnComments{
 /* displaying code without syntax highlighting */ }



Related work
Non layer-based COP languages
Ambience[Gonzalez07], Subjective-C[Gonzalez11]
Declaring contexts that are composable for 
each method
Only supporting intersections (and 
negation in Subjective-C)
Analysis of dependency b/w layers[Costanza08]
Using feature diagrams
Supporting explicit activation of composite 
layer, which implicitly activates constituent 
layers



Concluding remarks

Extension of EventCJ with composite layers
Distinction b/w atomic and composite 
layers
Solving the problem of tangled, 
complicated layer activation
Two case studies: Twitter client & CJEdit


